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A B S T R A C T 

The Kordylewski dust clouds (KDCs) around the L5 and L4 Lagrange points of the Earth–Moon system have been first observed 

by imaging polarimetry in 2017 and 2022 in a Hungarian astronomical observatory. Due to the non-ideal (almost al w ays hazy, 
aerosol-polluted) astroclimate of Hungary and the extremely low intensity of dust-scattered sunlight, the polarimetric hunt 
after both KDCs lasted 2–7 yr. Waiting for cloud- and aerosol-free atmosphere and appropriate astronomical conditions (e.g. 
moonless sky with above-horizon KDC) in our Hungarian observatory takes a long time. Thus, our goal was to build a portable 
imaging polarimetric, wide field-of-view telescope and use it in the very good astroclimate of the Isabis Astro Lodge in the 
Khomas Highland of Namibia. Our long term aim is to study the dynamics of KDCs with this instrument in Namibian 1-month 

astropolarimetric campaigns in the next decade. In this work, we describe our portable imaging polarimetric telescope and 

present our first KDC observ ation achie ved with it in Namibia during our 4-week astropolarimetric campaign between 2023 July 

18 and August 15. We conclude that our portable polarimetric telescope functions well. Using it in Namibia, we corroborated the 
existence of the L5 KDC, the polarization characteristics (polarization degree and angle) of which refer to an inhomogeneous 
dust cloud composed of several particle agglomerations that scatter and linearly polarize the illuminating sunlight. 

Key words: polarization – instrumentation: polarimeters – methods: observational – celestial mechanics – Earth – Moon. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

lthough theoretically the two triangular Lagrange points L4 and L5
Szebehely 1967 ) in the gravitational field of the Earth and Moon
re stable, the gravitational perturbation of the Sun may disrupt this
tability. The Sun–Earth–Moon–Particle restricted four-body model
as recently been computationally modelled by Sl ́ız et al. ( 2015 ,
017 ), Salniko va, Stepano v & Shuvalo va ( 2016 , 2018 ), Sl ́ız-Balogh,
arta & Horv ́ath ( 2018 ), and Sl ́ız-Balogh et al. ( 2022 , 2023a ). These
odels showed that on astronomical time-scale even if the Sun

weeps out many particles from the neighbourhood of these Lagrange
oints, during a less time (e.g. 30–40 yr) a considerable number of
articles remain near the L4 and L5 points. 
The two particle clouds around the L4 and L5 points of the Earth–
oon system were disco v ered in 1961 by the Polish astronomer,
azimierz K ordylewski (K ordylewski 1961 ), after whom they were
amed as Kordylewski dust clouds (KDCs). In the 1960s and 70s
here were many visual and/or photometric observations of the
DCs by Simpson ( 1967 ), Vanysek ( 1969 ), Roach ( 1975 ), and
iniarski ( 1989 ), but no photographs have been published. Due to

he lack of convincing photometric evidence of the KDCs, some
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stronomers became sceptical about the existence of both dust 
louds. 

Using ground-based imaging polarimetry, Sl ́ız-Balogh, Barta &
orv ́ath ( 2019 ) and Sl ́ız-Balogh et al. ( 2023a ) presented the first

polarimetric) evidence of the existence of the L5 and L4 KDCs of
he Earth–Moon system. Recently, Wang et al. ( 2021 ) summarized
he results of the ground- and space-born KDC observations. 

From 1961 to now the L4 and L5 KDCs were observed altogether
4 times: 19 times by naked eyes or photometrically and 5 times
olarimetrically, within these the L5 KDC has been sighted 18 times,
hile the L4 KDC only 6 times. The two main reasons for this
ery fe w KDC observ ations are the extremely faint dust-scattered
unlight and the large extent (at least 15 ◦ × 15 ◦) of both dust
louds. Therefore, such observations demand not only a cloudless
ky, lack of astronomical light pollution, and aerosol-free air, but also
 much larger telescope’s field of view than that of usual polarimetric
elescopes with a typical field of view of 1 ◦ × 1 ◦ (Mignani et al.
019 ). 
The first ground-based polarimetric observations of the L5 and

4 KDCs were performed in 2017 and 2022 in Hungary, under the
azy, aerosol-polluted atmosphere of the Carpathian Basin having
n unfa v ourable astroclimate. Although these observations were
uccessful, waiting for ideal atmospheric (i.e. cloudless and aerosol-
ree) and astronomical (e.g. moonless and one of the KDCs is abo v e
© 2024 The Author(s). 
ty. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative 
ch permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
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he horizon) conditions took a long time (years), which could not 
nsure the study of the dynamics of the KDCs. To o v ercome this
isadvantage, we looked for a place with a good astroclimate for
deal KDC observations. We found the Isabis Astro Lodge in the 
homas Highland of Namibia with a desert climate. Due to its ideal

stroclimate, this site is also the home of the following astronomical 
rojects: (i) High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.) conducted 
y the Max Planck Institute for Nuclear Physics (Heidelberg) 
etecting Cherenkov radiation from the atmosphere (Aharonian et al. 
023 ), (ii) Hungarian Automated Telescope Network in the Southern 
emisphere (HATnet-South) searching for exoplanets (Hartman et al. 
020 ), and (iii) Russian Space Debris Monitoring Station. 
The scientific moti v ation of our research is two-fold: Our first

oal was to build a portable imaging polarimetric, wide field-of- 
iew telescope (Fig. 1 ), and to use it in the very good astroclimate
f the Namibian Khomas Highland. Our second, long-term aim is 
o investigate the dynamics of KDCs with this new telescope in 1-
onth Namibian astropolarimetric campaigns in the next decade. 

n this work, we first describe our portable imaging polarimetric 
elescope, and then present our first KDC observation achieved with 
t in Namibia during our 4-week astropolarimetric campaign between 
8 July and 15 August (Namibian winter) 2023. 

 M E T H O D  

.1 Location 

n the Isabis Astro Lodge (16 ◦28 ′ 55" East, 23 ◦26 ′ 19" South, altitude
1800 m, Khomas Highland, Namibia), polarization pictures were 

aken (exposure: 360 s) about the L5 triangular Lagrange point of
he Earth–Moon system and its surrounding of 15.26 ◦ (horizontal) ×
0.18 ◦ (vertical) when the sky was cloudless and aerosol-free. The 
easons for this Namibian choice are the followings: The three main 
equirements for a good astroclimate are: (i) good atmospheric 
ransparency (in other words, low extinction and low dispersion 
ue to small amounts of suspended dust and mist in the air; this
an be achieved from higher altitudes abo v e sea lev el), (ii) v ery
o w le vel of light pollution (rare population in the surroundings),
nd (iii) good seeing (low level of atmospheric turbulence). Since 
he Kordylewski dust clouds are extremely low-brightness celestial 
bjects, the first two prerequisites are the most important. There- 
ore, dry (semi)desert locations are an ideal possibility. Further 
mportant considerations are: (i) altitude of the target object abo v e
he horizon, (ii) altitude abo v e sea level, (iii) easy accessibility of
he location, (iv) necessary infrastructure (power supply, internet, 
tc.), (v) minimal light pollution, and (vi) high number of clear 
ights. 
For presenting the relative difference between our local (Hungar- 

an) and Namibian opportunities regarding the quality of the sky 
ackground, we used the so-called ‘Sky Quality Meter’ (SQM) de- 
ice for the quantitative measurement of this parameter. In Hungary, 
e made our KDC measurements under night skies with ∼20.00 
ag arcsec −2 (level 5 in Bortle scale, rarely ∼20.80), but in Namibia
e had chances to take the advantages of the nocturnal sky with
21.85–21.95 mag arcsec −2 (level 1 in Bortle scale). 
For these requirements and considerations our ideal choice was 

he Isabis Astro Lodge in Namibia, partly because it is far from
ny city lights (the nearest town is over 70 km away) and there are
ore than 300 clear nights per year. Quite understandably, in the 

mmediate vicinity there are two astronomical stations: The older 
ne is the H.E.S.S. observatory (16 ◦30 ′ 00 ′′ East, 23 ◦16 ′ 17 ′′ South;
.g. Aharonian et al. 2023 ) of the Max Planck Institute of Nuclear
hysics (Heidelberg, Germany). The second one is the HATnet- 
outh station (16 ◦30 ′ 00 ′′ East, 23 ◦16 ′ 17 ′′ South; e.g. Hartman et al.
020 ). 

.2 Instruments 

he motor-driven German Equatorial Fornax 51 Telescope Mount 
Fornax Ltd., P ́ecel, Hungary) was controlled with an accurate 
racking correction system called Telescope Drive Master (MDA- 
nvent Kft., Érd, Hungary). The Fornax mechanics was manually 
nd automatically guided by an FS -2 controller and a SKYTOOLS 4
oftware, respectively. We used a full-frame (24 mm × 36 mm), 
 xtremely sensitiv e, back-illuminated astrocamera possessing a 
ooled monochromatic CMOS sensor (Moravian C3-61000EC Pro, 
oravian Instrument, Zlin, Czech Republic) equipped with a built- 

n filter wheel having five filter positions after the objective lens. In
his wheel, three linearly polarizing filters (Bresser GmbH., Rhede, 
ermany) with 0 ◦, 60 ◦, and 120 ◦ angles of their transmission axes

rom an arbitrary reference direction were set. We chose a Sigma
35 mm/F1.8 Art telephoto lens. For precise setting of the telescope’s
ectascension axis pointing to the South Pole a special camera, named 
ole Master (QHYCCD, Beijing, China), was used. A self-produced 
athinov mask was used to set precisely the camera focus. We
alibrated the astrophotographs with the usual bias, dark, and flat 
mages. 

We used the Moravian C3-61000 Pro EC (enhanced cooling) 
amera (cooled back-illuminated Sony IMX455 CMOS mono FF 

ensor, quantum efficiency > 87 per cent, dark current = 0.014 e-
ixel −1 s −1 @0 ◦ C, � T max = −45 ◦ C) in 1 × 1 bin mode with a
ain factor of 2750 to achieve the smallest self-noise, with a read-
oise of 1.46 e- (root mean square), even if this narrows the dynamic
ange of the image somewhat. This extremely low noise also ensures
hat extremely faint (and non-point-like) objects are displayed in the 
ictures (signal-to-noise ratio > 3). 
We have made and processed the images by the MAXIM DL

oftware. During their post-processing, we calibrated the light images 
ith bias, dark, and flat frames (inclusive flat-darks). We took N × 10
ieces of dark frames, separated according to several ‘standard’ 
emperatures and durations, from which we made N pieces of master-
arks (median average). Since the dark and bias calibration images 
ere separated with the help of the mentioned software, so-called 

hermal image calibration could also be performed, which ensures 
orrect calibration even for exposure times different from the set 
tandard durations. But, in spite of this feature and in order to increase
he accuracy, we also took the light images using exactly the standard
xposure times, in order to eliminate the possible inaccuracy of the
ark current interpolation algorithm. The abo v e-mentioned method 
rovided the most accurate dark calibration available. 
The polarization images taken through the three different-axis 

olarizers were e v aluated with the ALGONET software de veloped by
he Estrato Research and Development Ltd. (the director of which 
s one of the authors, AB). ALGONET is a general-purpose visual
lgorithm development and evaluation software, which is composed 
f a framework for managing the user interface and a large number of
odules that can be combined to arbitrarily for any visual algorithmic 

urposes. We used ALGONET for the calibration of our polarimeter 
n the laboratory and for the e v aluation of the polarization images
aken in the field. This sotware can use ‘fits’ files as inputs, and can
erform polarimetric operations using Stokes vectors and Mueller 
atrices. The same software was used in our earlier astropolarimetric 
easurements (Sl ́ız-Balogh et al. 2019 , 2023a ). 
MNRAS 530, 3570–3577 (2024) 
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Figure 1. Photograph of the measurement site of our observations performed with the portable polarimetric telescope at the Isabis Astro Lodge in the Namibian 
Khomas Highland. 
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According to the test of our polarimetric telescope and the
 v aluation of its polarization images, the net uncertainties � p and
α of the measured degree of linear polarization p and angle of

olarization α of light transmitted through a linearly polarizing
heet (P-ZN/R-12628, Schneider, Bad-Kreuznach, Germany) with
ifferent transmission directions γ ( = 0 ◦, 45 ◦, 90 ◦, 135 ◦ from an
rbitrary reference direction) in front of the objective lens are � p ≈
1 per cent, �α ≈ ±1 ◦. Possible error sources could be the photon-

etection noise, induced polarization/cross-talk from the lens and
ifferential pixel gains, for instance. We did not quantify (i) the noise
evel in fractional polarization ( Q / I , U / I ), (ii) the contribution due to
etector noise, and (iii) how these noises propagate to the final net p -
nd α-values. We did not determine the individual contributions of
hese error sources to the net absolute errors � p and �α, because we
re interested only in the net p and α patterns of the KDC. Note also
hat all optically rele v ant characteristics of the used detector (quan-
um efficiency > 87 per cent, 0.014 e- pixel −1 s −1 @0 ◦ C dark current,
.46 e- read-noise RMS @ 2750 gain factor) were excellent, ensuring
xtremely low self-noise and signal-to-noise ratio larger than 3. After
 v aluation of the three polarization pictures of the linearly polarizing
heet taken through the three linearly polarizing filters (with 0 ◦, 60 ◦,
nd 120 ◦) we expected homogeneous patterns with p = 100 per cent
NRAS 530, 3570–3577 (2024) 
nd α = γ . And indeed, both measured p - and α-patterns of the
olarizing sheet with a given γ were homogeneous with 98 per cent

p ≤ 100 per cent, and for example 44 ◦ ≤ α ≤ 46 ◦ for γ = 45 ◦.
rom these p = 99 per cent ±1 per cent and α = 45 ◦ ±1 ◦ follow, on

he basis of which we concluded � p ≈ ±1 per cent and �α ≈ ±1 ◦

ncertainties. 
To exclude the possibility of instrumental polarization effects,

ith our polarimetric telescope we also measured the patterns
f the degree p and angle α of polarization of sky around the
enith immediately after sunset. Under this illumination conditions
he scattered skylight dominates and the contribution of any light
ource from outside the Earth’s atmosphere is irrele v ant. Using our
olarimetric telescope, we obtained the same well-known celestial
olarization patterns around the zenith as measured earlier with
ther imaging polarimeters and re vie wed by Horv ́ath, Barta &
eged ̈us ( 2014 ). This also demonstrated convincingly that there

s no instrumental polarization artefact in our polarimetric tele-
cope. In sum, the mentioned uncertainties ( ±1 per cent, ±1 ◦)
re not (i) time-variable residuals after calibration, (ii) varia-
ions of the instrumentally induced polarization across the field
f view, and (iii) measured polarization signals for unpolarized
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 RESULTS  

ig. 2 shows the polarization patterns of the L5 KDC measured with
maging polarimetry. In Fig. 2(b–d), the inner rectangle represents 
he sky window of the earlier polarimetric observations of the L5
DC performed by Sl ́ız-Balogh et al. ( 2019 , 2023a ). This KDC
as detected on 2023 August 12 at 02:24:04 UT with dust cloud
hase 61 per cent ( = portion of the sunlit part of the disc of the
eal Moon, if it were in the same position as the KDC) and phase
ngle β = 75.5 ◦. In Fig. 2 (b), no structure is discernible in the very
aint scattered light. Ho we ver, in the pattern of the degree of linear
olarization p , in four elongated zones se ven dif fuse conglomerata of
lack pixels with 5 per cent ≤ p ≤ 20 per cent are seen around the L5
agrange point. The same conglomerata of red pixels with 81 ◦ ≤ | α|
90 ◦ are also visible in the patterns of the angle of polarization α.

his striped pattern recalls the similar striped structure of computer- 
odelled L5 KDC (Sl ́ız-Balogh et al. 2018 ). Compared to the first

hree observations of the L5 KDC, this striped structural similarity is
ore striking in our fourth observation due to the 2 × 2-times larger
eld of view of our new polarimetric telescope used in Namibia. The
ultiple-striped structure is presumably the result of a gravitational 
ean motion resonance with Moon, which resonance is similar to that

ccurring in the Sun–Jupiter-particle system for particles uniformly 
aunched from the vicinity of the L4 and L5 Lagrange points of the
un–Jupiter system (Sl ́ız-Balogh, Horv ́ath & Horv ́ath 2023b ). 
Fig. 2 (e) displays the α-pattern of Fig. 2 (d) with white bars

epresenting the local directions of polarization together with the 
cattering plane (yellow line) and the plane perpendicular (white 
ine) to the latter. These bars are practically orthogonal to the plane
f scattering. This orthogonal direction pro v es that the light of the L5
DC is the result of the scattering of sunlight on the dust particles.
igs 2 (c–e) present the fourth polarimetric measurement of the L5
DC of the Earth–Moon system after the first, second (2017 August 
7 and 18; Sl ́ız-Balogh et al. 2019 ), and third (2021 October 31;
l ́ız-Balogh et al. 2023a ) observations. 
Figs 2(f and g) show the normalized frequencies of p and α of the

5 KDC, respectively, measured on 2023 August 12 at 02:24:04 UT. 
he most frequent and the maximal p -value is 6 per cent and about
0 per cent, respectively, and the peak of the α-curve is at 90 ◦ from
he scattering plane (Fig. 2 f) referring to the scattering of sunlight on
he KDC’s particles. 

Fig. 3 shows the geometry, photograph, the p - and α-patterns, and
he distributions of p and α measured at 00:53:32 UT on 2023 August
3 when the L5 point was not within the same celestial window as
hat of Figs 2(b–e). The most frequent p -value is 2 per cent (Fig. 3 f),
hich is practically negligible. The peak of the α distribution is at 

n angular distance of 80 ◦ from the direction of the scattering plane
Fig. 3 g). The half band width of the p distribution is 5 per cent,
hile in Fig. 2 (f) it is 12 per cent. On the other hand, the half
and width of both α distributions in Figs 2(g) and 3(g) is 10 ◦.
he photograph (Fig. 3 b) as well as the p - (Fig. 3 c) and α-patterns

Figs 3 d, e) are structureless: apart from the bright celestial bodies,
he radiance is homogeneous dark, the most frequent p is very low
 p = 2 per cent) and the direction of polarization is not perpendicular
o the scattering plane. Hence, in Fig. 3 the polarization patterns are
ractically homogeneous and unpolarized. This refers to the absence 
f the L5 KDC in this celestial window. 
Fig. 4 compares the polarization patterns of the L5 KDC measured 

arlier by Sl ́ız-Balogh et al. ( 2019 ) (Figs 4b, c, e, f) and Sl ́ız-Balogh
t al. ( 2023a; Figs 4h, i) with those (Figs 4k, l) in the inner rectangle
f Figs 2(c, d) of our present measurement. Due to the similar phase
ngles β ( = 73.0 ◦, 87.3 ◦, 73.1 ◦, 77.5 ◦), the polarization signal of
he L5 KDC is strong in all four cases, because the nearer is β to
0 ◦, the higher is the degree of polarization p of light scattered by
he dust particles. Apart from the necessary ideal astroclimate, this 
s the main reason for these successful polarimetric detections of the
5 KDC. Most importantly, in all four observations the KDC has
ultiple stripes composed of several conglomerates/aggregations, 

s was predicted by computer modelling of KDC formation (Sl ́ız-
alogh et al. 2018 ). In the patterns of the degree of linear polarization
 (Figs 2c, 3c, 4b, e, h, k) the stars (usually emitting practically un-
olarized light) occur as non-polarized ( p ≈ 0 per cent) points/spots
oded by white according to the used grey colour scale. 

On 2023 August 12, we detected the L5 KDC with β = 77.5 ◦

Fig. 2 ), when the most frequent p -value was p peak, L5 = 6 per cent
Fig. 2 f). Comparing the new p peak = 6 per cent at β = 77.5 ◦ with
he previous p peak = 6, 7, 4, 4 per cent at β = 73.0 ◦, 87.3 ◦, 77.5 ◦,
3.1 ◦ in Figs 4(c, g, k, o) (Sl ́ız-Balogh et al. 2019 , 2023a ), we can
onclude that usually, the closer is β to 90 ◦, the higher is p . This
ri vially follo ws from the well-known law that the degree of linear
olarization p of first-order-scattered light increases with increasing 
cattering angle β (K ̈onnen 1985 , Coulson 1988 ). 

On the basis of the abo v e results, we conclude that our portable po-
arimetric telescope functions well. Using it in Namibia, we corrob- 
rated the existence of the L5 KDC, the polarization characteristics 
polarization degree and angle) of which refer to an inhomogeneous 
ust cloud composed of several particle agglomerations that scatter 
nd linearly polarize the illuminating sunlight. 

 DI SCUSSI ON  

n our first astropolarimetric campaign in the Namibian Isabis Astro 
odge, we had one successful polarization observation of the L5 
DC of the Earth–Moon system despite some initial technical 
roblems. Although this site has one of the best astroclimates on
arth (during our measurements the sky brightness was 21.82 mag 
rcsec −2 , being level 1 in Bortle Scale), even there it was not possible
o detect the KDCs with photometry. Ho we v er, we pro vided a positiv e
olarimetric detection of inhomogeneous structures around the L5 
oint of the Earth–Moon system on 2023 August 12. 
The computer simulations of Salnikova et al. ( 2016 , 2018 ) and

l ́ız-Balogh et al. ( 2018 ) showed, that the KDCs around both
agrange points (L4, L5) hav e e xtended, time-changing structures 

esulting from the aggregation/trapping of interplanetary dust. The 
ust clouds illuminated by direct sunlight can evidently be detected 
rom the Earth surface with suf ficiently polarization-sensiti ve de- 
ectors (Sl ́ız-Balogh et al. 2019 , 2023a ). After Kordylewski’s ( 1961 )
rst photometric observation of dust clouds, suddenly a great interest 
rose in them in the 1960s, 70s, and 80s. There were several
ightings, mainly in Arizona (Vanysek 1969 ; Roach 1975 ; Winiarski
989 ), but none of the photos were of publishable quality. The
est photometric or naked-eyed visibility of the KDCs is at ‘full
ust moon’, when the phase angle β (defined by the Sun, KDC,
nd observer) is small and the degree of polarization p of the
ust-scattered sunlight is zero. On the contrary, the polarimetric 
bservation is optimal at ‘half dust moon’, when β ≈ 90 ◦ and p
s maximal. Therefore, for KDC polarimetry it was necessary to look
or a situation where β ≈ 90 ◦. 

Sunlight scattered by dust particles becomes partially linearly 
olarized perpendicular to the scattering plane passing through the 
un, the observer, and the dust (K ̈onnen 1985 ; Coulson 1988 ; Collett
994 ). Exactly this polarization feature occurred in the α-pattern of
he L4 and L5 KDCs (Figs 2c, d, e). This is the most convincing
MNRAS 530, 3570–3577 (2024) 
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Figure 2. Imaging polarimetry of the Kordylewski dust cloud (KDC) at the L5 Lagrange point of the Earth–Moon system. (a): Geometry in the sky window 

studied on 2023 August 12 at 02:24:04 UT with dust cloud phase 61 per cent ( = portion of the sunlit part of the disc of the real Moon, if it were in the same 
position) and phase angle β = 75.5 ◦. The angular relations and the extension of the KDC are real, while the dimensions of the Earth and Moon are not to scale. 
(b–e): Photograph, and patterns of the degree p and angle α (relative to the scattering plane shown by a yellow line in the α-patterns) of linear polarization 
of the sky around the L4 point measured by imaging polarimetry. Picture centre: RA = 01 h 54 m 21 s , DE = 12 ◦04 ′ 24 ′′ . The position of the L5 point is shown 
by a blue dot. (e): The white bars represent the local directions of polarization (averaged within the local rectangle, the side of which is the same as the bar’s 
length), the yellow and white straights show the scattering plane and the perpendicular plane passing through the centre of the picture, respectiv ely. Be yond the 
orthogonal white and yellow straights, the oblique lines in the p - and α-patterns are traces of satellites. (b–d): The inner rectangle represents the sky window of 
earlier polarimetric observations of the L5 KDC (Sl ́ız-Balogh et al., 2019 , 2023a ). (f, g): Normalized frequencies (per cent = number of pixels with a given p - 
or α-value divided by the total number of pixels of the pattern) of p and α measured around the L5 point. 
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rgument that we sensed dust-scattered sunlight originating from
utside the Earth’s atmosphere, rather than from the ground or the
tmosphere. Another indication of KDC observation is that two to
our dust conglomerates occur in the measured p - and α-patterns, as
uggested by previous computer modelling (Sl ́ız-Balogh et al. 2018 ).
NRAS 530, 3570–3577 (2024) 
Since our control polarization patterns (Fig. 3 ) measured when
he L5 point was not in the studied sky window do not contain the
ypical, theoretically predicted KDC characteristics, we ruled out that
he detected polarization signals did not originate from unwanted
rtificial lights reflected from telescope components or from the
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Figure 3. As Fig. 2 for the control measurement performed at 00:53:32 UT on 2023 August 13 (phase angle β = 99.8 ◦, picture centre: RA = 01 h 54 m 21 s , 
DE = 12 ◦04 ′ 24 ′′ ) when the L5 point was not within this celestial window, therefore the blue dot ‘L5’ represents the earlier L5 position at 02:24:04 UT on 2023 
August 12 (see Fig. 2 b–e). (f, g): As Fig. 2f, g measured at 00:53:32 UT on 2023 August 13 when the L5 point was not within the same celestial window as that 
of Fig. 2 b–e. 
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arth. No specific structure could be recognized in these practically 
npolarized, almost completely homogeneous control polarization 
atterns. 
Earlier, Sl ́ız-Balogh et al. ( 2019 ) also showed that the observed

5 KDC can be neither a cirrus cloud nor an aircraft contrail,
ecause the polarization characteristics of these celestial phenomena 
re completely different from those of a KDC. Owing to these 
ontrol measurements done during the first and second polarimetric 
bservations of the L5 KDC on 2017 August 17 and 18, it was
nnecessary to repeat these controls for the L5 KDC detected by us
or the fourth time on 2023 August 12. 
In Fig. 2 (d) the polarization angle α varies slightly from point
o point, resulting in the non-homogeneous α-pattern, the tiny 
nhomogeneities of which is visualized by the red–black colour 
istribution. Several main lobes of the L5 Kordylewski dust cloud 
ome out by the spatially sudden and larger black–red differences. 
o we ver, these fine α-v ariations are not apparent in Fig. 2(e), where

he local angles of polarization are displayed by white bars aligned
emiconstantly , almost vertically , perpendicular to the scattering 
lane. The reason for this apparent constant bar’s direction is that the
ocal α is averaged within the local rectangle, the side of which is
MNRAS 530, 3570–3577 (2024) 
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Figure 4. Comparison of the polarization patterns of the L5 KDC measured by Sl ́ız-Balogh et al. ( 2019 , 2023a ) with those in the inner rectangle of Figs 2c, d. 
The L5 Lagrange point is depicted by a blue dot. Geometry (a, e, i, m), and patterns of the degree p (b, f, j, n) and angle α (d, h, l, p) of linear polarization. (c, 
g, k, o): Normalized frequencies (per cent = number of pixels with a given p -value divided by the total number of pixels of the pattern) of p measured around 
the L5 point. (a–d): 23:29:67 UT on 2017 August 17, phase angle β = 73.0 ◦. (e–h): 01:14:15 UT on 2017 August 19, β = 87.3 ◦. (i–l): 23:02:52 UT on 2021 
October 31, β = 73.1 ◦. (m–p): 02:24:04 UT on 2023 August 12, β = 77.5 ◦. 
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he same as the length of the bar. Of course, this averaging more or
ess abolishes the fine, pix el-by-pix el variations of α. 

Similarly to the earlier polarimetric KDC detections (Sl ́ız-Balogh
t al. 2019 , 2023a ), the consistent observation of the polarization
ngle α being perpendicular to the scattering plane from the Sun in
ig. 2 (e) confirms the polarization detection of the L5 Kordylewski
ust cloud. Note, that Fig. 3 (e) shows a very similar α-pattern for
 sky window that does not contain any Kordylewski cloud, and
ccording to Fig. 3 (c), in this sky window the degree of linear
olarization p ≤ 2 per cent is not zero. The cause of this very weakly
olarized homogeneous signal cannot be sunlit gas, dust or clouds
n the Earth’s high atmosphere, because during our measurement at
0:53:32 UT, 2023 August 13 the Sun was by 82 ◦12 arcmin below
he horizon. Moreo v er, according to the preliminary polarization
est of our portable polarimetric telescope, a possible instrumental
olarization effect that fa v ours vertical polarization is also out
f question. The homogeneous and extremely weak p -pattern in
ig. 3 (c) and α-patterns in Figs 3 (d, e) – being only slight abo v e
NRAS 530, 3570–3577 (2024) 
he polarization sensitivity/accuracy of our polarimetric telescope –
hould originate from the inconspicuously polarized, faint sunlight
cattered from the ambient interplanetary dust/particles. This faint
ight results in the well-known zodiacal light, for example (Gehrels
974 , K ̈onnen 1985 ). 
The Namibian site of our astropolarimetric observations was

ndoubtedly excellent due to its ideal astroclimate. A considearable
ortion of Namibia is still a desert prone to dusty conditions, that can
ause more or less aerosol-rich skies. Ho we ver, our measurement
ite, the Isabis Astro Lodge is in the Khomas Highland being
orizontally far from the true dust deserts at an average height
f about 1800 m abo v e sea lev el and possessing mainly rocky
nd v e getation-co v ered surfaces. Consequently, the atmospheric
erosol/dust content is al w ays v ery low abo v e this site. This is one of
he reasons why three other astronomical stations (German H.E.S.S.,
ungarian HATnet-South, and Russian Space Debris Monitoring
tation) function steadily in the vicinity (1–35 km) of the Isabis Astro
odge. Thus, during our observations the atmospheric aerosol/dust
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ontent was surely negligible and had practically no influence on our 
olarimetric measurements. 
Based on the experience of our previous KDC measurements, 

t seemed necessary to perform observations in a site with a 
ore fa v ourable astroclimate (with an aerosol-free atmosphere and 

loudless sky) than that in Hungary, where the pre-requisite of an 
deal astroclimate for such measurements occurs only on a few days 
er year. This is why we built a portable, imaging-polarimetric, wide 
eld-of-view telescope and performed with it our first measurement 
ampaign in 2023 July–August in the Namibian Isabis Astro Lodge 
Khomas Highland) which we plan to repeat several times in the 
ollowing years. 
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